Significance Statement
======================

This study shows that the neurotransmitter dopamine plays important roles in attributes of social groups such as social hierarchy through one of the dopamine receptors, D1 receptor. In particular, we found that low D1 receptor function, although it has been known to cause detrimental effects such as cognitive dysfunction, could still yield beneficial changes such as facilitation of social dominance in animals living in social groups. Moreover, such effects were different between rodents and primates. Although the effects were more substantial in rodents, they were less clear in primates, which appeared to be due to contributions of other social factors, such as social affiliation, in determining social hierarchy. These results raise a possibility that low D1 receptor function may be under the balance between benefits and disadvantages in social group environments.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Humans and many animals organize into social groups and follow a social hierarchy ([@CIT0005]). In a hierarchical social group, social class determines the behavioral fitness, such as health and reproduction, of subjects in the group ([@CIT0045]; [@CIT0028]). Accumulating evidence suggests that neural transmission of monoamines, such as dopamine (DA), is involved in social hierarchy, although how monoamine signaling plays roles in social hierarchy construction and maintenance has largely remained elusive. For instance, in nonhuman primates, striatal DA D2 receptor availability is correlated with social class ([@CIT0034]). Consistent with this, human functional imaging studies have reported that striatal D2 availability is correlated with social dominance ([@CIT0004]) and social status ([@CIT0030]). In addition, D2 function also mediates social dominance in rodents ([@CIT0019]). The roles of D1 function in social hierarchy remain less clear. However, a recent human positron emission tomography study has also reported that subjects with low D1 receptor availability in the limbic-striatal regions exhibit higher aggression and socially dominant personalities ([@CIT0038]), suggesting that D1 and D2 receptors may have opposite functions for determining social hierarchy.

Several macaque species ([@CIT0008]) and rodents ([@CIT0026]) construct a linear hierarchy in their societies. Behavioral factors, such as aggression and impulsivity, which are behavioral traits associated with psychiatric disorders ([@CIT0042]), play roles in determining the social class of an animal. Since social hierarchy is an emerging property consequence of competition among subjects in a group, more highly aggressive and impulsive nonhuman primates and mice may gain higher social status ([@CIT0027]; [@CIT0032]; [@CIT0010]; [@CIT0021]). DA D1 receptor signaling is important for cognitive and affective functions ([@CIT0047]). In contrast, a mouse strain with low D1 expression exhibits higher aggression than another strain with high D1 expression ([@CIT0006]). Moreover, blockade of the D1 receptor also induces impulsivity ([@CIT0050]). Thus, although low D1 receptor signaling causes cognitive dysfunctions, low D1 signaling is also expected to augment impulsivity and aggression, which may assist in attaining higher social dominance, and consequently higher social class, in a social hierarchy.

In this study, we examined the effects of the pharmacological manipulation to inhibit D1 receptor function in socially housed mice and macaques, two different species, both of which exhibit rigorous linear social hierarchies in their social groups. We have hypothesized that administration of the D1 receptor antagonist augmented social dominance of the drug-treated animals in both rodent and primate social groups.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Subjects {#s3}
--------

Mice and nonhuman primates were used in this study. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the Guidelines for Proper Conduct of Animal Experiments by the Science Council of Japan and were approved by the Kyoto University Primate Research Institute animal ethics committee. A total of 116 adult male CD1 mice were used for the experiments. Four mice per cage were grouped and housed together in a cage. To extend the rodent findings to nonhuman primates, which are thought to have more complex social relationships with hierarchy and that are closely related to humans, we also conducted the experiments using a social group consisting of 6 Japanese macaques (*Macaca fuscata*). These macaques were 3 years old each, and the group consisted of 4 males and 2 females (supplementary Table 1). Further detail on the animals is provided in the supplementary Materials.

Social Rank Test in Mice {#s4}
------------------------

To determine social hierarchy of mice housed in a group, the tube rank test, which is similar to that used in other studies ([@CIT0051]), was conducted. In this test, an apparatus consisting of a transparent plexiglass tube connected to transparent boxes at each end was used. A pair of mice from the same group were taken and simultaneously placed with one mouse into each of the boxes on either side of the tube. When mice from each side reached the middle of the tube, the partition wall was removed. The mouse that caused the other to retreat was designated as the "winner," and the mouse that was retreated out of the tube was designated as the "loser"; they were scored with +1 or 0, respectively. Tournaments of all possible combinations of matches by pairs of mice in each group (e.g., in a group of 4 mice denoted as "A-D", combinations are 6 pairs of A-B, A-C, A-D, B-C, B-D, C-D) were conducted once per day, 5 times (5 trials). Social dominance was then quantified by David's score (DS) ([@CIT0007]). DS is defined as

> *The proportion of wins by individual *i* in his interactions with another individual *j*, (P~ij~) is the number of times that i defeats j, (α~ij~) divided by the total number of interactions between i and j (n~ij~), i.e. P~ij~=α~ij~/n~ij~. The proportion of losses by i in interactions with j, P~ji~=1-P~ij~\...DS for each member, i, of a group is calculated with the formula: DS=w+w~2~-l-l~2~, where w represents the sum of i's P~ij~ values, w~2~ represents the summed w values (weighted by the appropriate P~ij~ values) of those individuals with which i interacted, l represents the sum of i's P~ji~ values and l~2~ represents the summed l values (weighted by the appropriate P~ji~ values) of those individuals with which i interacted\...* ([@CIT0012]).

An example of DS calculations is shown in supplementary Table 2.

Administration of the DA D1 receptor antagonist SCH23390 (SCH) at the dose of 0.1 mg/kg was given to mice i.p. As a control, an equivalent volume of saline (SAL) was administered. Twenty-five groups of 4 mice each (100 mice total) were tested. The 20 groups were divided into 4 sets of drug administration conditions. In one set of 5 groups, the drug was administered to first-rank mice in each group; in another set of 5 groups, the drug was administered to second-rank mice in each group, and so on. In these 20 groups, the drug-administered mice were returned to the groups, and housed together immediately after drug administration. In an additional 5 groups in which the second-rank mice received drug administration, the drug-administered mice were isolated from the groups for 6 hours after drug administration, by which the drug effects were expected to be largely decreased, and then returned to the groups. After training, the tube rank test for the baseline (BASE) condition was conducted to determine the social rank of each mouse in each group (supplemental Figure 1a). Then, SAL was given once per day for 5 days in mice at each rank in their home cages and was followed by the tube rank test for 5 days. After confirming no change in social rank with SAL administration, SCH was given once per day for 5 days in the mouse that had received SAL beforehand. After 5 days of repeated SCH administration, the tube rank test was conducted again for another 5 days. No SAL or SCH was administered during the tube rank test. Further detail on the method is provided in the supplementary Materials.

Social Behavior Test in Mice {#s5}
----------------------------

Although social affiliations have been suggested to underlie determination of social class in a hierarchy in primates ([@CIT0040]; [@CIT0016]), it has remained elusive in rodents. Thus, alterations of social hierarchy by drug administration may be consequences of behavioral changes, such as enhancement of impulsivity and aggression, but also alterations of social affiliative bonds. To investigate this issue, we further examined the effects of SCH administration on motivation to socially interact with mates in mice with the 3-chamber social preference test modified from that used in other studies ([@CIT0033]; [@CIT0037]). In this test, subject mice were placed in the middle chamber, which was connected to 2 other chambers on each side. The mice were allowed to freely enter into these chambers through the openings on the walls. Either (1) normal adult mice of the same gender with the test-subject mice and that had no previous contact with the test-subject mice, or (2) cage mates that were housed together with the test-subject mice were placed in a metal mesh cage that was positioned in the center of one of the sides of the chamber. On the other side of the chamber, an identical mesh cage without mice was placed. The amount of time that the test-subject mice spent on each side of the chamber was measured for 10 minutes. Animals that spent more time in the side of the chamber with the trapped mice were considered to be more strongly motivated to interact with mates.

A total of 56 mice were used in this test, of which 16 mice were paired with unfamiliar trapped mice (having no previous interaction), and 20 pairs of one higher and one lower ranked mice in the same home cages (which were also used for the tube rank test) were subjected to the test with SAL and SCH administration. Further detail on the method is provided in the supplementary Materials.

Other Behavioral Tests in Mice {#s6}
------------------------------

D1 receptor signaling plays critical roles in cognitive functions, such as working memory ([@CIT0052]; [@CIT0046]), behavioral inhibition ([@CIT0043]; [@CIT0050]), and behavioral flexibility ([@CIT0039]). We investigated the effects of SCH administration on the associations between social rank and these nonsocial cognitive factors to address how alterations in them may contribute to social hierarchical changes using food foraging and elevated plus maze tests.

The random foraging task, which is similar to that used in other studies ([@CIT0003]; [@CIT0011]; [@CIT0018]), was conducted to examine working memory and behavioral flexibility. In this task, the radial 8-arm maze was used. Mice were placed in the central arena of a maze that was connected to 8 arms. At the beginning of the test, a piece of a cereal was baited at the end of each arm. Mice were allowed to freely explore the maze for 5 minutes or until consuming all baited cereals, whichever happened first. The number of times that mice reentered arms that they had already visited was recorded. Repeated entries into the same arms were divided into 2 categories. One category was re-entries into the same arm at least 2 nonconsecutive times (NC entrance). This pattern of entries into the same arms was measured as a reflection of working memory deficit. The other category was reentries into the same arm consecutively (C entrance). This pattern of entries into the same arm was measured as a reflection of behavioral flexibility deficit. SCH and SAL were given to animals approximately 10 minutes before starting tests.

The elevated plus maze task was conducted to examine inhibition of inappropriate behaviors. Mice were placed in the central crossing area of the arms and were allowed to freely enter into the arms for 5 minutes. Studies, including ours ([@CIT0014]; [@CIT0049]; [@CIT0023]), have shown that the elevated plus maze can be used to examine behavioral inhibition, because entering into the opened arms is considered to be an inappropriate behavior and thereby should be inhibited. Accordingly, we measured the number of times that mice entered into the opened and enclosed arms. SCH and SAL were given to animals approximately 10 minutes before starting tests. Further detail on the method is provided in the supplementary Materials.

Behavioral Observations and Recordings in Nonhuman Primates {#s7}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Behavioral observations were conducted with the focal animal sampling method. Observations and recordings were conducted for 15 min/d per monkey at the frequency of 3 or 4 d/week for 4 weeks (14 days of sampling) for the BASE observations, followed by another 4 weeks of observations after chronic SAL administration and then 4 additional weeks of observations after chronic SCH administration (supplementary Figure 1b). For later analysis of video recordings, 15-minute recordings were segmented into 10 seconds, and the presence or absence of specific behaviors in each segment was counted. Locomotion was separately quantified by subtracting the amount of time that animals were motionless from the whole 15-minute recording period. We measured "individual behavior" (goal-directed action, stereotypy, agonistic display, scanning, locomotion, unusual) of the drug-treated subject, and "social behavior" (affiliation, aggression, social inhibition, escape, mounting) of each animal in the group. Items of behavioral assessments and their detailed criteria are described in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Further detail on the method is provided in the supplementary Materials.

###### 

Items of behavioral assessment used in primates.

  Individual behavior    Definition
  ---------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Goal-directed action   Any behavioral action that an observer can predict a target that a subject is approaching a target at least 1 sec before reaching the target. These actions include approaching to (1) a drinking fountain for drinking water, (2) other subjects or objects in the cage, and (3) a specific area within the cage (e.g., the area where a subject can see outside of the cage through the window).
  Stereotypy             \(1\) Repetitive circular running at the same orbit in the cage for more than 2 rounds or (2) Repeated licking of an iron bar at constant speed for more than 2 rounds
  Agonistic display      Banging (hard striking with making loud noises) any object in the cage (e.g. an iron bar), floor, or wall of the cage more than twice repeatedly.
  Scanning               Sustained gazing at others for longer than 1 sec
  Unusual                Behavior that is not observed in a normal condition, e.g., falling asleep or ataxia.
  Locomotion             The amount of time a subject is moving, which is calculated by subtraction of stillness time from the whole recording time
  Social behavior        Definition
  Affiliation            \(1\) Proximate sitting (sitting with the body touching another animal, or less than a 30-cm distance between subjects for longer than 1 sec), (2) Grooming (for longer than 1 sec), or (3) Playing (biting, hitting, grabbing without facial expressions associated with aggression). Although biting, hitting, and grabbing are also actions associated with aggression, these actions exhibited in the context of playing behavior are clearly distinct, i.e., with a subject making these actions much slower and softer than when the actions are made in the context of aggression.
  Aggression             Either (1) biting, (2) hitting, (3) grabbing, or (4) threatening with an open-mouth facial expression by an attacker and a simultaneous bared-teeth display or scream by an attack-recipient
  Social inhibition      Stopping on-going (planed) actions due to interference by others
  Escape                 Changing locomotive orbit to avoid others
  Mounting               Mounting on the back of others

Social Rank Determination in Nonhuman Primates {#s8}
----------------------------------------------

A typically employed index that determines social rank is the direction of aggressive attacks, which are usually made from higher to lower social rank subjects ([@CIT0002]). Thus, social rank was estimated by counting the number of aggressive attacks from one monkey to other cage mates. DS was also calculated with the number of aggressive attacks from an initiator to a receiver.

Another index for social rank is food incentive priority ([@CIT0041]). Thus, we also conducted a food priority test to further determine social rank. In this test, food presentation (a portion of a sweet potato) was given at roughly equal distance from all subjects, and the order of obtaining a food was recorded. After one subject accessed and consumed a food, the next sweet potato portion was presented immediately. This process was repeated until the last subject obtained a piece of a sweet potato. However, to emphasize the priority for accessing a food, the portioned size of the food was consecutively reduced to be approximately two-thirds smaller than the formerly presented food portion. Ten trials at the frequency of one trial per day were conducted in each of the control and drug administration conditions. Quantification of social rank was attempted by scoring (food priority score or FPS) for the orders of food acquiring from 6 to 1 points with 6 points for the first access. Further detail on the method is provided in the supplementary Materials.

Drug Administration in Nonhuman Primates {#s9}
----------------------------------------

SCH was administered in the subject that was at second rank in the social group, based on the observation that the increase of social rank with SCH administration was the largest in second-rank subjects in mice. The drug was delivered by subcutaneous implantation of an ALZET osmotic pump, with which drug delivery was expected to persist for up to 4 weeks ([@CIT0017]). The concentration of SCH was adjusted to be approximately 0.1 mg/kg/d. As a control treatment, an equivalent volume of 0.9% saline in an osmotic pump was also implanted for 1 month before the drug was administered. Further detail on the method is provided in the supplementary Materials.

Data Analysis {#s10}
-------------

Drug effects on social hierarchy and affiliations were analyzed with ANOVA with repeated measures. In addition, drug effects on the linearity and steepness of the hierarchy were analyzed with linear regression analysis, with the linearity expressed as Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients, and the steepness as slopes of linear regressions. Concurrence of social affiliations was calculated by absolute difference of normalized affiliative contacts for each observation between specific bonds (denoted as "similarity index"). Lower index values indicated higher similarity between the contacts, with an index score=0 the similarity identical. Further detail on the data analysis is provided in the supplementary Materials.

Results {#s11}
=======

Social Hierarchy of Mice {#s12}
------------------------

A stable, linear social hierarchy was established in all groups under the BASE condition ([Figure 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-[b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Three-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the condition (i.e., drug treatment in different rank of mice; n=20 groups in total, n=5 groups for SAL/SCH administration at each rank) and rank (i.e., original rank of each mouse in a group) as independent variables and the treatment (BASE vs SAL vs SCH) as repeated measures revealed the significant effects of SCH administration on DS in the interactions of treatment x rank and treatment x rank x condition (F~3,64~=0.00, *P*=1.00 in condition; F~3,64~=869.6, *P*\<.001 in rank; F~9,64~=3.73, *P*\<.001 in condition x rank; F~2,128~=0.00, *P*=1.00 in treatment; F~6,128~=0.00, *P*=1.00 in treatment x condition; F~6,128~=2.48, *P*=.026 in treatment x rank; F~18,128~=11.24, *P*\<.001 in treatment x condition x rank). Posthoc Tukey analysis has revealed that in a set of 5 groups in which SCH was administered to the first-rank mice, DS was not significantly altered at any rank ([Figure 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In another set of the 5 groups in which SCH was administered to the second-rank mice, DS was significantly increased in the drug-treated mice (*P*\<.001 in BASE vs SCH, *P*\<.001 in SAL vs SCH) ([Figure 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). SCH administration of the second-rank mice also decreased DS of the first-rank mice (*P*\<.001 in BASE vs SCH, *P*\<.001 in SAL vs SCH; [Figure 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and increased DS of the fourth-rank mice (*P*=.001 in SAL vs SCH; BASE vs SCH was marginally significant with *P*=.075; [Figure 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) within the same groups. In the groups in which the third-rank mice received SCH administration, DS was significantly increased only in the drug-treated mice (*P*=.033 in BASE vs SCH, *P*=.033 in SAL vs SCH) ([Figure 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In a set of the groups in which SCH was administered to the fourth-rank mice, DS was not altered in the drug-treated mice, but a significant decrease in DS was observed in the third-rank mice (*P*\<.001 in BASE vs SCH, *P*=.033 in SAL vs SCH).

![Alterations of social hierarchy in mouse groups by the D1 antagonist. (a) A graph showing a stable, linear hierarchy in all tested groups at the baseline (BASE) condition expressed as a number of wins over 5 trials of the tube rank test. Black, red, blue, and green colors indicate mice at first, second, third, and fourth rank, respectively, in each group. Error bars in the graphs indicate SEM. (b) A graph showing David's score (DS) of mice at each rank in the BASE condition. (c) Graphs showing alterations of DS with SCH23390 (SCH) administration in mice at each rank (graphs from the left to the right showing SCH administration of first to fourth rank). \**P\<*.001 vs BASE, \*\**P\<*.001 vs SAL, \*\*\**P\<*.001 vs BASE, ^†^*P\<*.001 vs SAL, ^††^*P*=.001 vs SAL, ^†††^*P*=.033 vs BASE, ^\#^*P*=.033 vs SAL, ^\#\#^*P\<*.001 vs BASE, ^\#\#\#^*P*=.033 vs SAL. (d) A graph showing DS of mice at each rank that illustrates the linearity and steepness of the hierarchy in the BASE, saline (SAL), and SCH conditions. (e-f) Graphs showing the linearity (e) and steepness (f) of the hierarchy. \**P\<*.001, \*\**P\<*.001, \*\*\**P*=.003. (g) A graph showing DS with SCH administration into the second-rank subject, but the drug-administered mice were isolated for 6 hours before returning to the groups.](pyw10601){#F1}

Further analysis revealed that SCH administration in mice at the second rank but not other ranks significantly decreased the linearity (F~3,16~=8.61, *P*=.001 in rank; F~2,32~=33.8, *P*\<.001 in treatment; F~6,32~=13.4, *P*\<.001 in interaction; *P*\<.001 in BASE vs SCH at second rank, *P*\<.001 in SAL vs SCH at second rank; [Figure 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-[e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and steepness (F~3,16~=1.05, *P*=.398 in rank; F~2,32~=3.41, *P*=.045 in treatment; F~6,32~=3.29, *P*=.012 in interaction; *P*=.003 in SAL vs SCH at second rank; [Figure 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-[f](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) of the hierarchy, which may be associated with the SCH effects on DS most pronounced in the second-rank mice.

To further elucidate an insight on how social hierarchy was changed with D1 antagonist administration, the effects of drug administration was examined in the second-rank mice, but the drug-administered subjects were isolated, although this manipulation also became the confounding factor of repeated acute social isolation, until the drug effects were waned before returning to the groups. DS of the drug-administered mice in this condition was unchanged ([Figure 1g](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

These results suggest that pharmacological manipulation to inhibit D1 receptor signaling may facilitate social dominance in the drug-administered mice at the middle, but not in the highest or lowest social rank in their social groups. Such alterations in the drug-administered mice may simultaneously alter the social status of other mates within the same social group. Moreover, such social dominance alterations may also involve altered social interactions between the drug-administered mice and other mates in the groups immediately after drug administration.

Behavioral Factors Associated with Social Hierarchical Changes in Mice {#s13}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

### Social Behavior {#s14}

First, we investigated the interactions between test-subject mice and unfamiliar trapped mice that were not from the home cage of the test subject mice (n=16). Test subject mice that received SAL but not with SCH administration stayed longer in the area where there were trapped mice than in the area where mates were absent (F~1,30~=7.12, *P*=.012 in area; F~1,30~=1.00, *P*=.325 in treatment; F~1,30~=5.14, *P*=.031 in interaction; *P*=.004 in social vs nonsocial area under SAL condition) ([Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Accordingly, social preference, which was expressed as the ratio of time in the social to the non-social area was significantly decreased with SCH administration (paired t-test, t~15~=2.16, *P*=.047; [Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Alterations of social preference in mice by the D1 antagonist. (a) Graphs showing duration of time spent in the social and nonsocial areas (left) and the ratio of the time spent in the social to nonsocial areas (S/NS ratio; right) when the trapped mates were unfamiliar ones to the test-subject mice. \**P*=.004, \*\**P*=.047. (b) Graphs similar to a, but the trapped mates were chosen from the groups in which the test-subject mice were housed together. \**P*=.006, \*\**P*=.048. (c) A graph showing that social rank relationships between the test-subject mice and trapped mates are considered in analysis. High→Low indicates the condition in which the social rank of the test-subject mice is higher than that in the trapped mates and vice versa for Low→High. (d) Graphs showing the linear regression analyses between the social preference ratio and the difference of the David's score (DS) between the test-subject mice and the trapped mates (∆DS; subtraction of DS in lower-ranked mice from that of higher-ranked mice) with saline (SAL; open circles and dashed lines) and SCH23390 (SCH; black circles and solid lines) administration. In the graph on the right (showing Low→High), one of white circles (S/NS ratio of approximately 2.0) appears to be an outlier. Linear regression analysis excluding this outlier still yields a significant correlation (r=−0.709, *P*=.032).](pyw10602){#F2}

We then examined the interactions between test-subject mice and familiar trapped mice selected from the home cages of the test subject mice (n=20). In this condition, test-subject mice that received both SAL and SCH administration stayed longer in the area with other mice than in the area with no mates (F~1,38~=19.3, *P*\<.001 in area; F~1,38~=0.111, *P*=.741 in treatment; F~1,38~=0.803, *P*=.376 in interaction; *P*=.006 and *P*=.048 in the social vs nonsocial area with SAL and SCH administration, respectively; [Figure 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and consequently, social preference was not different between the SAL and SCH conditions (t~19~=0.383, *P*=.406; [Figure 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Further analysis was conducted in which social dominance of the test-subject and trapped mice was considered, that is, a pair of high and low dominance ranked test-subject and trapped mice, respectively (n=10) and vice versa (n=10). SCH administration did not alter longer time spent in the social area compared with the nonsocial area in either low→high (t~9~=0.189, *P*=.854; [Figure 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) or high→low pairs (t~9~=0.331, *P*=.748; [Figure 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Social preference was discovered to be higher when social dominance between the test-subject mice and trapped mice was closer in the SAL condition (r=−0.724, *P*=.018 in high→low rank; r=−0.743, *P*=.014 in low→high rank; [Figure 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, a correlation was not observed in the SCH condition ([Figure 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, statistical analyses for comparison of the correlation coefficients between the SAL and SCH conditions did not reveal any significant difference (F~2,16~=1.75, *P*=.206 in high→low; F~2,16~=2.12, *P*=.153 in low→high).

These results suggest that the roles of D1 receptor signaling on social behaviors in rodents may depend on the social contexts, such as familiarity and social status of interacting mates. Since D1 receptor antagonist administration did not affect social preference with mates that were housed together in the same groups, the SCH effects to alter social dominance in mice may not involve social affiliative changes.

### Impulsivity and Cognitive Functions {#s15}

The random foraging test using the radial 8-arm maze was conducted to examine the effects of SCH administration on working memory (NC entrance) and behavioral flexibility (C entrance) and their relations to social dominance. SCH administration increased the number of both NC (t~15~=3.06, *P*=.008; [Figure 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and C (t~15~=2.44, *P*=.028; [Figure 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) entries compared with those with SAL administration. Significant positive correlations were found between DS and the number of both NC (r=0.622, *P*=.010; [Figure 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and C (r=0.656, *P*=.008; [Figure 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) entries in the SAL condition, which indicates that higher-ranked mice tended to perform worse in the test. In contrast, no such correlation was observed with SCH administration ([Figure 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Statistical analyses for comparison of the correlation coefficients between the SAL and SCH conditions revealed significant (F~2,28~=3.79, *P*=.035) and marginally significant (F~2,28~=2.79, *P*=.079) differences in the number of C and NC entries, respectively.

![Associations between cognitive alterations and social hierarchy, and their modulations by the D1 antagonist in mice. (a) A graph showing the ratio of nonconsecutive (NC entrance) and consecutive (C entrance) reentries into the previously visited arms relative to the total number of arm entries in the random foraging task. \**P*=.008, \*\**P*=.028. (b) Graphs showing the correlations between DS and the number of NC (left) and C (right) entries with saline (SAL) and SCH23390 (SCH) administration. The dashed and solid lines indicate the linear regression analyses for SAL (open circles) and SCH (black circles) administration, respectively. (c) A graph showing the ratio of the number of opened-arm entries relative to the number of enclosed-arm entries in the elevated plus maze task. \**P*=.004. (d) A graph showing the correlations between David's score (DS) and the number of opened-arm entries with SAL and SCH administration. The dashed and solid lines indicate the linear regression analyses for SAL and SCH administration, respectively.](pyw10603){#F3}

The elevated plus maze test was also conducted to examine behavioral inhibition as measured by the number of inappropriate actions, that is, entering into the opened-arms of the maze, during the test. The number of opened-arm entries was significantly higher with SCH than with SAL administration (t~15~=3.38, *P*=.004) ([Figure 3c](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, statistically significant correlations were observed between the number of opened-arm entries and DS in the SAL (r=0.591, *P*=.016; [Figure 3d](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and SCH (r=0.573, *P*=.020; [Figure 3d](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) conditions, which indicates that higher social rank mice exhibit more impulsive behavior.

These results suggest that impairments of behavioral inhibition resulting in higher impulsivity may be involved in promotion of social rank with SCH administration, whereas deficits in other cognitive functions may not have significant impacts on determining social hierarchy in rodents.

Social Hierarchy of Nonhuman Primates {#s16}
-------------------------------------

Social rank was determined by aggression between subjects and the food priority test. The highest-ranked subject (denoted as "A" in [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) exhibited aggressions over all other members in the group. The second-ranked subject (denoted as "B" in [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) exhibited aggressions to others except the highest ranked subject. Aggressions were observed only from higher to lower ranked subjects ([Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The social rank, which was determined by aggressions, was further confirmed with the food priority test in which the order of food access in each subject was recorded and quantified by the FPS ([Figure 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Social rank was consistent independent of whether it was determined by aggressions or the food priority test ([Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"},[e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Alterations of social hierarchy in the nonhuman primate group with D1 antagonist administration into the second-rank subject. (a) Histograms showing the number of aggressions that a subject made against each of other group members during the observation periods in the baseline (BASE), saline (SAL), and SCH23390 (SCH) conditions. The letters A to F at the bottom of the X-axis indicate the initiators, and the smaller letters above them indicate the receivers. (b) A graph showing the total number of aggressions that each subject made to all other group members in the BASE (black circles), SAL (red circles), and SCH (blue circles) conditions. (c) A graph showing the David's score (DS) of the subjects at each rank in the BASE, SAL, and SCH conditions. (d) A graph showing the linearity and steepness of the hierarchy in group. (e) Diagrams showing the order of food access in each subject in the food priority test under the SAL (left) and SCH (right) conditions. The orders of food access and trials are shown on the y- and x-axes, respectively. The red and blue arrows indicate the events when the drug-treated (second rank; red circles) or third rank subject accessed food prior to the first-rank subject in the SCH condition. (f) A graph showing the average of the food priority score (FPS) over 10 trials in each subject under the SAL and SCH conditions. \**P*=.043.](pyw10604){#F4}

Aggressions from the first to the second (i.e., the drug-treated) and third-rank subjects as well as from the second to the third rank subjects were observed in the BASE and SAL conditions, but these were diminished when SCH administration was given to the second-rank subject ([Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}-[b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The DS that was calculated with aggressions illustrated a linear hierarchical relationship in the group under the BASE and SAL conditions ([Figure 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}-[d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). SCH administration resulted in the reduction of the linearity and steepness of the hierarchy ([Figure 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}-[d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In the food priority test, the second- and third-rank subjects were able to obtain foods before the first-rank subject 4 times out of 10 trials for each of them in the SCH condition, which had not been observed in the SAL condition (Fisher's exact test, χ^2^=5, df=1, *P*=.025 in SAL vs SCH; [Figure 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The FPS of the first-rank subject was significantly decreased (Wilcoxon matched pairs test, Z=2.023, *P*=.043 in SAL vs SCH; [Figure 4f](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) but was unaffected in others, including the drug-administered (second rank) subject.

These results suggest that SCH administration in the second-rank subject may not affect social dominance of the drug-administered subject but attenuates dominance of the highest-ranked subject over others in the group, and this may thereby promote stronger competitions among higher-ranked subjects.

Individual Behavior of the Nonhuman Primate with Drug Administration {#s17}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The effects of SCH administration were confirmed with several behavioral alterations in the drug-administered subject. SCH administration caused a significant decrease of goal-directed actions (F~2,\ 12~ =24.76, *P\<*.001; posthoc Tukey test, *P\<*.001 in BASE vs SCH, *P*=.002 in SAL vs SCH; [Figure 5a](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and an increase in the number of agonistic displays (F~2,\ 12~ =9.795, *P*=.003; *P*=.001 in BASE vs SCH, *P*=.005 in SAL vs SCH; [Figure 5c](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), which indicates heightened impulsive and aggressive behaviors, respectively, in the drug-treated subject. These alterations persisted for approximately 1 month of the observation period ([Figure 5b](#F5){ref-type="fig"},[d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). None of the stereotypy, scanning, or locomotion was altered by SCH administration ([Figure 5e](#F5){ref-type="fig"}-[g](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Behavioral alterations by the D1 antagonist in the nonhuman primate. (a) A graph showing the number of goal-directed actions per observation day in the drug-treated subject under the baseline (BASE), saline (SAL), and SCH23390 (SCH) conditions. \**P\<*.001, \*\**P*=.002. (b) A histogram illustrating the changes in number of goal-directed actions on each observation day across the BASE, SAL, and SCH conditions. (c-d) Graphs similar to a and b, but showing agonistic display. \**P*=.001, \*\**P*=.005. (e-g) Graphs showing that neither scanning (e), stereotypy (f), nor locomotion (g) was altered by SCH administration.](pyw10605){#F5}

Social Behaviors of Nonhuman Primates {#s18}
-------------------------------------

Social affiliations (i.e., proximate sitting, grooming, and playing; see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for the details of the criteria on these behaviors) between subjects were also altered by SCH administration into the second-rank subject. Because affiliative contacts occurred at relatively variable frequencies even between the BASE and SAL conditions ([Figure 6a](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), the drug effects were determined when affiliations in the SCH condition were significantly different compared with both SAL and BASE conditions. The alterations matching with this criterion were the affiliative contacts from the first- to second-rank subjects (F~2,12~ =10.16, *P*=.003; *P*=.005 in BASE vs SCH, *P*=.001 in SAL vs SCH) and from the third- to fifth-rank subjects (F~2,12~ =8.771, *P*=.004; *P*=.02 in BASE vs SCH, *P*=.042 in SAL vs SCH) ([Figure 6a](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Although these affiliative bonds between first- and second- and between third- and fifth-rank subjects were independent in the BASE and SAL conditions, concurrences between them had emerged in the SCH condition ([Figure 6b](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), which was evidenced by a significantly smaller similarity index score in the SCH condition than in the BASE and SAL conditions (1-way ANOVA, F~2,39~ =8.088, *P*=.001; *P*=.001 in BASE vs SCH, *P*=.014 in SAL vs SCH) ([Figure 6c](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). SCH administration in the second-rank subject did not alter other social behaviors (supplementary Figure 2a-c).

![Alterations of social affiliations in the nonhuman primate group with D1 antagonist administration into the second-rank subject. (a) Histograms showing the number of affiliations that a subject made against each of other group members in the baseline (BASE), saline (SAL), and SCH23390 (SCH) conditions. The letters A to F at the bottom and the letters above them indicate the initiators and receivers, respectively. \**P*=.005, vs A→B in BASE; \*\**P*=.001, vs A→B in SAL; ^†^*P*=.02, vs C→E in BASE; ^††^*P*=.042, vs C→E in SAL. (b) Graphs showing the affiliations from the subjects A to B (black line) and from the subjects C to E (red line) on each observation day in the BASE (left), SAL (middle), and SCH (right) conditions. (c) A graph showing the similarity index for the affiliative contacts between A→B and C→E. \**P*=.001, \*\**P*=.014.](pyw10606){#F6}

These results suggest that SCH administration in one member of a group may cause complex affiliative social relationship alterations not only between the drug-treated subject and other mates, but also between subjects that are not directly related to the drug-treated subject (supplementary Figure 3a-c).

Discussion {#s19}
==========

In this study, by comparing mice and macaque social groups, we examined whether the mechanisms underlying social hierarchy were mutual across the 2 species. We found that D1 antagonist administration facilitated social dominance in the drug-treated mice. In contrast, in nonhuman primates, although D1 antagonist administration into the second-rank macaque in the social group did not alter social dominance of the drug-treated subject, this manipulation resulted in greater competitiveness between the drug-treated subject and other higher ranked (i.e., dominant) subjects, along with the alterations of social affiliations that consequently worked beneficially for the drug-treated subject. Thus, the findings suggest that D1 antagonist administration induces beneficial effects in both mice and macaques living in social groups, although the underlying processes may differ between species. Our study found that there was a loss of social dominance in the first-rank subject and a gain of social dominance in the third-rank subject after drug administration in the second-rank subject, which could be associated with altered social affiliation relationships. This is consistent with the studies suggesting that affiliative abilities are important in the attainment of dominance for primate species ([@CIT0040]; [@CIT0016]). Such social relationship alterations with SCH administration into the second-rank macaque within the group did not cause a major devastating effect in each individual macaque in the group, as no significant changes in the amount of chronic stress hormones in the drug-treated subject and other mates were observed (supplementary Methods; supplementary Results; supplementary Figure 4a-b, for stress hormone assays in macaques). In contrast, the role of affiliative ability in social dominance was less clear in the mouse social groups. We also found that social preference between subjects housed in the same group was not altered by D1 receptor antagonist, suggesting that social affiliations may be less important in determination of a social hierarchy in rodents than in primates. These findings suggest that rodents and primates may have different levels of social complexity (social tactics including various aspects of interactions, such as affiliation and dominance, among subjects in a group).

Social hierarchy of animals and humans has been shown to be related to various factors such as kin relationship, age, and body size/weight ([@CIT0021]). However, these factors had little effect in our study, because the animals used in this study had no kin relationships and were age matched. Moreover, social group dynamics in nonhuman primates were also independent of the gender of subjects, as we did not observe gender-specific social status and affiliative relationships in the group consisting of male and female macaques.

In mice, the SCH effects were not uniform in all drug-treated animals but were dependent on social rank in the groups. Facilitations of social dominance were observed in the second- and third-rank mice, but not in the first- and fourth-rank mice. One of possible explanations for no increase of social dominance in the first-rank mice may be the ceiling effect. In contrast, absence of increase in social dominance by SCH administration in the fourth-rank mice may involve other factors whose effects to place the mice into the lowest rank are substantially larger than the effects yielded by SCH administration.

Several studies have investigated the impacts of pharmacological manipulation of DA transmission on social behaviors of nonhuman primates housed in social groups. Amphetamine administration in such group-housed nonhuman primates decreases social interactions with other mates in the drug-treated subjects, which is reversed by the D1 antagonist ([@CIT0009]; [@CIT0031]). Consistent with these previous studies, we found no apparent decrease in social interactions of the drug-treated Japanese macaque with other group members following D1 receptor antagonist administration. Nonetheless, these findings contradict the study showing that D1 receptor stimulation facilitates social interactions in rodents ([@CIT0015]). Importantly, we found that the effects of D1 antagonist administration on social preference in mice was different when the drug-treated subjects interacted with familiar vs unfamiliar mates. Moreover, the difference of social dominance between the drug-treated subjects and other mates also affected social preference. Thus, social contexts, such as familiarity and social rank, play important roles on DA-dependent regulation of social behaviors. In this regard, also note that administration of a low dose of phencyclidine, which is used as an animal model of schizophrenia, causes deteriorative effects, such as "decreased" social interactions in individually housed rodents and nonhuman primates ([@CIT0044]; [@CIT0029]). In contrast, the same drug treatment has been found to actually "increase" social affiliations with other mates without altering aggressions in socially housed nonhuman primates ([@CIT0024], [@CIT0025]).

D1 receptors are distributed in several brain areas, including the prefrontal cortex (PFC), limbic structures, and the basal ganglia nuclei ([@CIT0013]). This study did not unveil which brain regions and neural mechanisms were involved in the alterations of social hierarchy. In rodents, glutamatergic transmission in the PFC has been shown to be associated with social hierarchy ([@CIT0051]), suggesting that the PFC is one of the promising targets. However, in nonhuman primates, the anterior and dorsal parts of the PFC gray matters have been demonstrated to correlate to not only social class of each subject in a group but also social group size ([@CIT0035]). In contrast, the volumes of the subcortical structures where D1 receptors are expressed, such as the striatum, amygdala, and hypothalamus, are associated sorely with social status of each subject in a group ([@CIT0035]). Collectively, DA-dependent information processing in the PFC and its striatal and limbic pathways may be the most promising neural substrates that determine social group dynamics.

In addition to DA, serotonin (5-HT) is another neurotransmitter involved in social dominance and social affiliations, and thereby, 5-HT and DA would work together to orchestrate social group dynamics. Administration of selective 5-HT reuptake inhibitor has been shown to attenuate dominant and submissive behaviors in the dominant and subordinate rank, respectively, of primates ([@CIT0048]) and other animals ([@CIT0022]). In contrast, selective 5-HT reuptake inhibitor administration has also been demonstrated to facilitate social affiliations in humans ([@CIT0020]). Collectively, increasing 5-HT transmission may result in social groups of less clear hierarchy and stronger social affiliative bonds.

In the social contexts of nonhuman primates and rodents and possibly other animals that organize into social hierarchy, behavioral changes caused by D1 receptor inhibition, which causes cognitive dysfunction, cannot simply be interpreted as "deficits." Thus, a counter-balance could be established in D1 receptor signaling for cognitive deficits and facilitation of social dominance. Lower social ranked animals may perform better at foraging to facilitate reproductive fitness in a social group. This may also be associated with the facet of cognitive functions playing crucial roles in food foraging, and this may be relaxed for animals in social groups where resources can be shared compared with those in solitary environments. Finally, the evolutionary origins of psychiatric disorders that may involve D1 receptor alterations, such as schizophrenia ([@CIT0036]; [@CIT0001]), may be explained by such balancing selection mechanisms.

In conclusion, our study suggests that D1 receptor functions play significant roles in social group dynamics, such as social hierarchy. In rodents, low D1 functions facilitate social dominance in subjects housed in social groups. In contrast, D1 facilitation of social dominance is less clear in nonhuman primate social groups, which may be because social hierarchy determination in nonhuman primates may involve more complex social interaction dynamics than those in rodents.
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